
GETTING STARTED
WITH THE DELLA
PLATFORM 
Introducing Della’s groundbreaking question
answering capabilities in multiple languages

http://www.dellalegal.com/


Simple to set up and easy to use, Della
is supplanting established contract
analysis and review tools, by offering
lawyers an intuitive way to review
contracts. 

While traditional contract review
focuses on clause detection and data
extraction, Della focuses on the
questions legal professionals want to
ask of their contracts. 

Using proprietary AI, Della allows users
to ask questions about their contracts
in plain English (and other languages),
and get clear answers. Quickly. 

Reduce time-to-value

Gain competitive advantage

HOW DELLA WORKS
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WHY DELLA?

Della is easy to use

Anyone can use Della, no technical skills are
required and you can learn to use the system in less
than 10 minutes.

Della is multilingual

Della can analyse documents in English,
French and Dutch and can answer
questions in more than 30 other languages.

Della becomes more efficient over time 

Della’s models learn directly from any interactions
and corrections, allowing users to review
documents faster and more efficiently every time
they use it.

Della becomes smarter over time

Della uses cutting-edge massive language
models to power its AI, and an innovative
‘transfer learning’ system, which allows
users to share training securely to ensure
that Della gets smarter every time it is
used.Della is affordable 

Through Della’s unique ‘transfer learning’ system,
smaller law firms can leverage the tool for
sophisticated contract analysis without having to
train their own models, saving both time and
money.

THE BENEFITS

Della accelerates contract analysis and
review, reducing time-to-value
considerably. Della comes with ready to
use checklists, delivering value on day
one.

Meet market standards

Select from 20+ pre-defined checklists for
specific document types, for example
Commercial Leases, M&A and Due Diligence,
or easily create your own in minutes.

Many clients now request AI tech to be
used on deals and negotiations.

http://www.dellalegal.com/


DELLA'S PRICING MODEL

HOW CAN THE DELLA PLATFORM BE USED?

Due Diligence Finance

Real estateInternal audit & compliance

Use Della on small to mid-sized
due diligence projects to speed
up contract review and detect
potential problems early on.

Summarise long finance
agreements and detect if they
are compliant with internal
policies.

Review leases, sub-leases and
amendments and extract the
relevant information in Excel.

Intellectual property

Define your own list of
contractual requirements into a
playbook and automatically
identify potential red flags.

Identify the representations,
license and obligations
applicable to data and IP
ownership.

Cross-border deals

Use Della’s unique translation
feature to overcome translation
challenges with multilingual
audits, employment, post-merger
integration and regulatory
compliance.

Della is a legal tech startup that will help
you review your documents 4 x faster

than manual review.

Visit: www.dellalegal.com Email: hello@della.ai|

Della operates on a SaaS model basis for the majority of its users.

Law firms can buy Della for one-off projects, but after trying the platform, many
want to benefit from the way that its system learns, so tend to buy a flexible
subscription for a given number of documents a month. Corporates can buy the
system on a per-user basis. 

http://www.dellalegal.com/
http://www.dellalegal.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/29017965/admin/
https://twitter.com/della_legal

